The difference between

Critical DEFENSE® & Critical DUTY®
Critical DEFENSE® = Backup
Weapons/Off-Duty Carry
Critical DEFENSE® handgun ammunition is built to meet
the needs and requirements of individuals serving the law
enforcement and military communities in a variety of specialized
assignments. Whether serving in executive protection, undercover operations, close quarters situations, or for use
in backup weapons or off-duty carry, Critical Defense® provides controlled expansion while reducing the potential
of over penetration.
The patented FTX® technology used in Critical Defense® ammunition eliminates the clogging and inconsistent
expansion and penetration that often plagues hollow point bullets. All Critical Defense® ammunition is loaded
in nickel-plated cases for improved feeding and increased visibility in low-light situations. Critical Defense® is
unaffected by thick, heavy clothing (including denim and leather) and delivers superior controlled expansion with
deep wound cavities over a wide range of velocities. Premium low flash propellants deliver proven performance
that have been specifically tailored for short-barreled handguns. Critical Defense® is the most effective, consistent,
and reliable ammunition available for use in these specialized environments!
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Critical DUTY® = Tactical
Critical DUTY® handgun ammunition is built to meet the
needs and requirements of LAW ENFORCEMENT and TACTICAL
PROFESSIONALS, as well as those law abiding citizens who
prefer a full-size handgun for their personal protection and
demand superior barrier penetration and subsequent terminal
performance.*
The FlexLock® bullets loaded in all Critical DUTY® offerings are
rugged, heavy jacketed bullets that deliver “barrier blind” performance (i.e. total penetration, weight retention
and expansion are practically the same) when shot through common urban barriers* (bare gelatin, auto glass,
sheet metal, plywood, drywall, heavy clothing*). In addition, Critical DUTY® loads are “full power loads” designed
to function in full-size handguns. Designed to work flawlessly in ALL handguns, these loads are not optimized for
short barreled, concealed carry style handguns; they will deliver standard recoil during firing.
*As defined by the “FBI Protocol” handgun ammunition tests.
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Critical DUTY® ammo is packaged in
50-count boxes for Law Enforcement.
Critical DUTY® ammo
features waterproof
sealant around the
primer.

Critical DUTY® ammo
features an “H” on
the tip.
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